THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOWS DETAILS ON THE INCOMING OR CURRENT STORM

**STORM TYPE:**
- [X] 1) STEADY SNOW
- [ ] 2) OCCASIONAL SNOW
- [X] 3) SNOW FLURRIES
- [X] 4) SNOW SHOWERS
- [X] 5) SNOW SQUALLS
- [X] 6) SLEET
- [X] 7) FREEZING RAIN
- [ ] 8) SNOW CHANGING TO SLEET
- [X] 9) SNOW CHANGE TO FRZG. RAIN
- [ ] 10) SNOW CHANGING TO RAIN
- [X] 11) ICE CHANGING TO RAIN
- [X] 12) ICE CHANGING TO SNOW
- [ ] 13) RAIN CHANGING TO SNOW
- [X] 14) RAIN CHANGING TO ICE
- [X] 15) BLOWING AND DRIFTING SNOW

**PRECIPITATION START TIMES**
- [X] 16) SNOW: 8AM-9AM TODAY
- [X] 17) SLEET:
- [X] 18) FRZG. RAIN:
- [ ] 19) RAIN:

**PRECIP. ENDING TIMES**
- [X] 20) SNOW: 10PM-1PM TONIGHT
- [X] 21) SLEET:
- [X] 22) FRZG. RAIN:
- [X] 23) RAIN:

**DURATION OF STORM**
- [X] 24) 10-14 HOURS

**STORM INTENSITY**
- [X] 25) LESS THAN 1/2 INCH PER HOUR
- [X] 26) 1/2" TO 1 INCH PER HOUR
- [X] 27) 1 TO 2 INCHES PER HOUR
- [X] 28) OVER 2 INCHES PER HOUR

**SNOW / ICE ACCUMULATION**
- [X] 29) Dusting* SNOW BY 8AM-9AM Today
- [X] 30) 1-2" SNOW BY 10AM-NOON
- [X] 31) 3-5" SNOW BY 2PM-4PM Today
- [X] 32) 8-10" SNOW BY 8PM-10PM TON.
- [ ] 33) " ICE BY
- [X] 34) " ICE BY

**POTENTIAL OF SNOW**
- [ ] 35) % CHANCE OF DUSTING
- [X] 36) % CHANCE DUSTING TO 1"
- [X] 37) % CHANCE OF 1" TO 3"
- [X] 38) % CHANCE OF 3" TO 6"
- [X] 39) 90% CHANCE OF OVER 6"
- [X] 40) 50% CHANCE OF OVER 12"

**HEAVY SNOW WILL BEGIN**
- [X] 41) AT: 11AM-NOON TODAY

**HEAVY SNOW WILL END**
- [X] 42) AT: 6PM-9PM TONIGHT

**TYPE OF SNOW**
- [X] 43) DRY
- [X] 44) WET
- [X] 45) MELTING
- [X] 46) WET BECOMING DRY
- [X] 47) DRY BECOMING WET

**DRIFTING SNOW**
- [X] 48) NONE
- [X] 49) LIGHT
- [X] 50) MODERATE
- [X] 51) SEVERE
- [X] 52) DRIFTING TO: 1-2 FEET

**TYPE OF RAIN**
- [X] 53) SEVERE FREEZING
- [X] 54) FREEZING
- [X] 55) COLD BUT NO ICING
- [X] 56) WARM

**TEMPERATURES & WINDS**
- [X] 57) TODAY: TUESDAY
- [X] 58) TONIGHT AND OVERNIGHT:

**UNTREATED ROAD CONDITIONS**
- [X] 60) MAIN ROADS
  TODAY THROUGH TONIGHT: SNOW COVERED
- [X] 61) SECONDARY ROADS
  TODAY THROUGH TONIGHT: SNOW COVERED

**WEATHER FOLLOWING THE STORM**
- [X] 62) FREEZE
- [X] 63) HARD FREEZE
- [X] 64) MELTING
- [X] 65) FREEZE THEN MELTING
- [X] 66) MELTING THEN FREEZE

**NEXT STORM IS DUE**
- [X] 67) FRIDAY
- [X] 68) STORM TYPE: SNOW OR ICE
- [X] 69) COLDER FOR THE NEXT 10 DAYS.

**GENERAL OUTLOOK (Next 10 days)**

**Additional Comments:**
GUSTY WINDS WILL PRODUCE LOW VISIBILITY AT TIMES TO ZERO TO 1/2 MILE TODAY INTO TONIGHT, ADDING TO THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE OVERALL STORM.

**GENERAL SUMMARY AND FORECAST:**

SNOW WILL BEGIN AT 8AM TO 9AM THIS MORNING, BECOME HEAVY BY 11AM-NOON AND CONTINUE THROUGH THE AFTERNOON INTO TONIGHT. ACCUMULATIONS: 8-10".
Snow will taper off to flurries later tonight, by 10PM-1AM. Very windy today into tonight will produce blowing and drifting snow. Cold but less windy tomorrow with some sunshine.